"Please know that your generous donation did not go unnoticed. Being a student at this stage in my life while working full-time and caring for my family has been overwhelming at times. However, it is donors like you that make my dream of earning an undergraduate degree a real possibility."

—Antoinette Springer
Wilson H. Elkins Scholarship Fund Recipient
A Message of Thanks
UMUC Students Around the World Express Their Gratitude

“Your altruistic act has afforded me the opportunity to achieve a dream that was out of reach. From the bottom of my heart, I would like to say thank you for your wonderful gift.”

—Jorge Bonilla
Dr. Evelyn J. Bata Scholarship Program for Student Success Recipient
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“'It feels like just yesterday that I made the decision to go back to school and complete my education. You have become an integral part of my journey. I am still amazed at the generosity you have shown in giving me such an amazing opportunity.'

—Shomari Lewis
Orkand Endowed Scholarship for the School of Undergraduate Studies Recipient
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“I am deeply grateful to both UMUC and the very generous donors for this wonderful gift. I pledge to take full advantage of this blessing and hope that I can one day find myself in the position to generously help others in the way that I have been helped. Thanks again from the bottom of my heart.”

— Joel Keister
St. Claire and Maria Thomas Endowed Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“I can’t thank you enough for the aid I received to go back to school. You have no idea what financial relief you have given me. I’m so excited to continue this journey (though 25+ years overdue) to obtain a bachelor’s degree at UMUC. I am proud to be a part of the student class.”

— Minni Mullah
Dual Enrollment Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“Since receiving this scholarship I have completed my entire bachelor’s degree while on active duty as a United States Marine. What a great feeling I had because of the hard work and struggle to finish. I will always be thankful since this scholarship has had a hand in the completion of my degree.”

— Luis Hernandez
Marge & Frank Blewitt Endowed Military Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“I would like to express a deep appreciation for your generous donation to my studies. It truly overwhelms me to think how complete strangers can act in kindness to each other. By providing me with financial assistance, you have helped me, my entire family, and the many people that I hope to touch.”

— Eliyahu Schwartz
PEPCO Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“I would like to express my gratitude for the scholarship. I have always felt the need to continue my education, however, life had different plans. When I saw the opportunity to return to school, there were obvious sacrifices that had to be made, but seeing the possibilities at the end of the road has made it all worth it.”

—Lindsey DeMell
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“I was honored to receive the scholarship. I am grateful for the education that I am receiving at UMUC and the irreplaceable assistance. Your support has helped to shape my life and aided me in reaching my goals.”

—Joan Weth
HSBC-North America Military Family Scholarship Fund Recipient
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“Writing this message doesn’t come close to letting you know how grateful I am. I want to thank you for paying it forward and for giving me the opportunity to not only dream but to see those dreams come to pass.”

—Candice Isaac
Anonymous Donor Fund, Community College Transfer Scholarship Recipient
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“Writing this message doesn’t come close to letting you know how grateful I am. I want to thank you for paying it forward and for giving me the opportunity to not only dream but to see those dreams come to pass.”

—Latoya Isaac
Anonymous Donor Fund, Community College Transfer Scholarship Recipient
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“Writing this message doesn’t come close to letting you know how grateful I am. I want to thank you for paying it forward and for giving me the opportunity to not only dream but to see those dreams come to pass.”

—Marion Isaac
Anonymous Donor Fund, Community College Transfer Scholarship Recipient